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Foreword
.

This document was prepared by a Study Group of the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues. The In-

stitute on Rehabilitation Iisues is a cooperative effort by the National Institute of Handicapped

Research, Rehabilitation Retrvices Administration and the Council of State Adminisliators of Voca.-

tional Rehabilitation to develop resource materials on tonics of common concern.

Overall objectives for the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues include identification and study of

issues and probleins that are barriers to optimal vocational rehabilitation services, and the develop-

ment of methods for resolving problems and incorporating solutions into state programs.

These objectives are.carried out by br.inging together competent and experienced rehabilitation

personnel from all levels in a three stage process:

1. A Planning Committee selects the topics to be studied;
.

2. A.Piime Study Group develops a draft document on the topic selected;

3. A Full Study Group reviews the draft document and recommends revisions.

This document resulted from such a process. (See appendices for listing of Study Group members.)

While the Institute on Rehabilitationissues has existed only since 1973, it is a continuation of a pro-

gram which has existed for over 30 years. Beginning in 1947 the Guidance, Training and Placement

Workshop, through state and federal vocational rehabilitation agency cooperation, studied and ex-

plored topics in'deptli by means of small work groups.`This work was continued by the Institute on

Rehabilitation Services ,established in 1962 and currently by the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues....

This cooperative effort has over the years consistently produded quality training materials which

are used extensively throughout rehabilitation. It is hqped this document continues this long-standing

traditiOn.
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INTRODUCTION a

Marketink...seems like it's the hottest game in town! Everybody's talking about it, but it's hard

to know where and how to start until everyone on staff knows the rules and howto play.

This book compiles the cdre of critical information you need in marketing and the

jargon into plain English with a V13. perspective. It lays out the essential issues rehab agencies must

address: ,74

What exactly is marketing? :t-

What does marketing mean to nonprofit, and governmentorganizations?

HOw do you acquire a marketing staff?

How do you gather marketing information?
Where do you begin Planning?
Where do you start doing?

o And it's written in the context of the 80s acknowledging the realities of limited money, time,

, staff, and growing program demands.

o Lt's written for two primary targets:

Top Management decision makers who need a common base of information in order to discuss

marketing as,,it applies to their organization.
;

Everybody in an agency moving toward a marketing orientation. It's enlightening, ;:nabling,

training.

Marketing can be a useful and use able management technique, because it forces an agency To

sharpen its focus, define its consumers, develop goals, 'inventory resources, then apply those

resources realistically' to attain those goals. In marketing, everyone comes out the winner!
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CHAPTER ONE

.What.Is Marketing?

"Finding buyers for your product."

"Advertising. . .aggressive salespeople. . .pronfotions."

I

"Pushing your product so you can sell as much as postible."

That's how most people would define marketing, but these activities are only ,part of marketing

when used at a management tool. Marketing today is consumer satisfaction engineering. That is,;;;

researching what tlfe-coni;umer wants, producing it at a price the consumer will pay, and getting

the product to the c6nsumer at 'the right time and place.. At every step of this process, the focus is

the consumer.

Developing the product. ...pricing it. distributing it. .advertising it were all activities carried

on strictly in the business world, or so it seemed before marketing experts turned to the vast sector

of the economy conducting business on a not-for-profit basis and said; "Hey, you're doing marketing?

And if you're not doing it well, there's no reason you shouldn't be!" (Kotler & Levy, 1969).

The scope of not-tor- profit businesses is staggering:

universities
hospitals
museums
symphonies
churches
state and federal
agencies including VR

And that's only the tip of the iceberg.

unions
founiiations
charities
cities
zoos

Are these organizations really businesses?

Yes, when you look at the organizational functions. Each has a financial function 'the raising,

budgeting, and managing of funds. There is a personnel function, people hired, trained, supervis-

ed, evaluated, promoted, demoted, and retired. Each has a production function arrangements for

input of materials, some process applied to those materials with a product as output. There is a pur-

chasing function raw materials. secured in an efficieUt and reliable manper. And there is a

marketing or marketing-like function consu"mers sought out and their needs attended to.

4



. . .
When you consider marketing as analyzing demand, designing products to meet.demand in a

profitable manner, and developing promotional and' selling ipethods to increase demand, you see
c.how maiiceting directly applic5s to each and every one of those organizations. Each has a product of
interestto certain consumers, and each has need of marketing tools to further consumer interest.

.

Not for profit businesses in th'e United States have come a long wAy from the small privately
owned hospital and the town run by a volunteer council. These businesses have grown in complexi-
ty and importance to the point where managing a' nonprofit organization such as the United Auto
Workers, the Defense Department, the World Bank, the Catholic Church, or the University of
California can be every bit as challenging as managing Procter and Gamble, General Motors, .or
General Electric (Kotler & Levy, 1969).

That's'a far cry from regarding not-for-profit organizations as ones1Phich provide something at
no cost to people who want, need and appreciate the product or service.

So What Does Marketing Have to Do With Rehab?

Theldea of marketing applied to the state-federal VR program is one of the hottest topics today.
The beginnings of marketing activities are emerging in some agencies, and considerable interest in
exploring marketing as a manageni'ent function is evidenced by .a number of states. Although in-
dividual marketing activities have been carried out'for along time by VR, only recently has recogni-
tion been given to the importance of positioning the marketing function within the agencyand of its
integration into both short- and long-term planning. Marketing has the potential for such significant
psrogram impact that it must be dealt with on the highest program levels. ,t

c.

There are good and compelling reasons VR management must carve the time and manpower out
of a shrinking organization and seriously study a marketing approach to the agency's management
strategies. If you could step back and look objectively at both the macro and micro environments in
which the agency is now operating, you would see the reluctance of the funding system to respond
to reeds.. :the tough competition from other rehabilitation-systems. ...the increasing demands for
services from handicapped individuals...the uncertainty as 'to whether the agency will be part of a
state-federal program. or a state block grant progr'a'm, or exist at all. Add to these the pressures in-
house from employees who perceive themselves impotent to impact upon any of these'external
forces.

Historically. in °times Of stress, VIrhas responded in a reactive manner. It :s now time to become
proactive and marketing is one vehicle which can be used. You can sense the beginnings of this
transition as agencies begin to seek out information. training, and technical assistance in
marketing.

Marketing Tasks Aren't New to VR.

In any given week your agency engages in components of marketing activities with multiple au-
die nces:

Your medical consultant sits down with the staff of a new medical clinic to set up an agreeable
consulting relationship.,

46 8
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A counselor-supervisor team spends an afternoon in ajocal high school working with teachers o
.

..

developing IVPs. .
.

The agency diregtor meets with two legisltors to garner support in winding ifown.a par:.

titular prison program that's not proving, cost. beneficial. ,.., .

, A field office negotiates a cooperative program with a major local employer to -exchange .
.

employee counseling servicesdor job development opportunities..
$.

The agency provides staff and office'space to the Governor's Committee on Employment of the

Handicapped.in exchange for assistance in employer development.

You schedule -a tour throtigh a facility to generate interest in the volunteer program.

A counselor presents a slide shiiw to the. Rotary Club to gain support for a barrier removal

prograjn.

So why should we talk about marketing. if we're already doing it? Because the kind of marketifig

VR does is:
.... ...

i
primarily crisis interyention, reactionary;
sporadic and unplanned;
not usually goal-directed;

, based on gut, feelings rather than research;
unlikely to be sustained even if successful;

'uncoordinated; and .
.

q

sometimes in conflict with other agency efforts.

..,

if those fragments of marketing which VR engages in are successful, how ,much more could be ac-
.

complished if those.sarne efforts were applied in a comprehensive <and goal-directed program.
. .

Even before result's of the marketing plan implementation can be observed, the mere process of

planning 'serves to reduce external and internal pressures on the agency. Staff now are involved in

steps to fix the problems. External audiences see the agency taking planned action.

Marketing, as a science, forces you to sharpen your focus. ..define your Consumers, ..develop

goals...inventory your resources...apply those resources realistically...evaluate your success. Far

from being.a creative playground, marketing is a creative discipline.

Phillips (1967) compares the creativity that characterizes marketing planning to the football

strategy of the end run, stating that whatever definition of ,--eativity you choose, 'the hallmark of

that mental process is a breaking away from the norms and the well-worn ways of doing things', and

its prodUct is significant innovation in effect an 'end-run' around the status quo." (p. 44) There are

two results from this play: You keep your team on the field-and in the game; and while you're out

there you can be gaining ground over the opposition. Either way, you have an improvement over

never getting into the stadium at all.

But can marketing be taken from the business world and applied successfully to government pro-

grams?

It can. JUst as it's been applied to other nonprofit sectors, such as hospitals, universities, labor

unions, arts organizations, and more.
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Marketing.in''tlie Nonprofit Sector: Two Parallels to VR

''Higher education in rec9nt-years,-has had to come to grips with a combination of problems which
seriously impact on program.operation Ind.continuance. The univecsity is confronted with: (1) a cy-
sle of demand forserviceis ranging from depression to fast growth; (2) changing student preferences
for,,ctirricula, e.g., education to science to social sciences to business and economics; and (3) cycles of

r professional employment behaviors, i.e., 'from high turnover and mobility. in times of economic
growth to stability in times of decjine. Theme` cycles form a configuration dependent upon thy state
of the economy and the prevailing social climate. The university however g'as a stable core of ex-
penses which must be met in order to remain inexistence. And to do this, the university must at-
tract a _pool of students to purchase its educational services. Institutions have opted to deal with
these conditions in many ways, ranging from highly sophisticated marketing strategies which affect
educational philosophy (e.g., going co-ed; becoming asommunity institution) to strategies aimed at d
speCific issue, suchas an inefficient student recruitment,,system (Ihlanfeidt, 1978).

Faced with such a recruitment problem, some universities tried a Variety of promotio1 ac-
tivities:

pasing out promotional Fr,isbees to high'school students vacationing in Ft. Lauderdale;
releasing balloons filled with scholarship offers;

.renting.a billboard near a major airpoit to advertise that the school was only 40 minutes flying
time away.

On the other hand, some colleges like Northwestern Unii,rersity chose to develop a marketing
model which exposed the greatest number of potential appl'' ants to the school in the most efficient
and effective manner.

In the Northwes)ern recruitment paradigm, the admissions and administrative offices retained
ultimate responsibility for creation of a candidate pool and crass group, but alumni, faculty, and.
.students were added to the network. Figure 1 shows that each team member bears part of the
responsibility for a specific marketing task, and that interaction among groups is based on effec-
tiveness of communication. ,

Figure 1
The Rveruitment Molecule

o

l'ndergraduatt
A

C i da t e s

14.:riend
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Staff
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Other Departnients
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The basis for these decisions was research: Why do people _like or dislike the school? How do can-

didates make their selection? What constitute the primary and secondary markets for this par-

ticular institution'? The resulting nkodel was based on established behaviOrs, but the newness lay in

the formalization and nurturance of these behaviors.
,

It was determibea, for instance, that the most effective use of department faculty was to provide

'good undergraduate experiences for students who, satisfied With the educational experience,

became 'an effective sales force with potentiU candidates. Alumni hid influence with parents, high

schoolperson,nel, and fri,ends. Potential- students were most influenced. in their decision making by

visits to the campus and discussions with departmental- faculty and staff. As a result of the new

system, recruitment visits to high schools decreased from 7Q0 to 100 while the candidate pool re-

mains sufficient to sustain the university.

One key to-the success of this educational experience lay in the university defining itself. As a

part of the largest service industry in the world, the mission Of a, university is not 'to carry on the

foundations of lbarning, but'.to meet the educational expectations of students andtheir parents.
Those expectations may well be-for the highest calibre of education, but whatever the expectation,

potential students attend the institutions they feel best meet their educational needs. A second key ,

to 'success is. involvement the communication-from institution to potential user ,through 'ad- .
ministration, faculty. alumnni and students. The third success key lay in openness the provision Of

information and feedback by the university to all those involved.

Another example of a not-for-profit organization capitalizin on marketing involves the Federal

Trade Commission. The FTC's responsibility is broadly defined, in vaguely-worded legislation, as

providing a fair competitive environment for the natiox0 economic system. Over the years, the

agency evolved to primary concern for industry structure (competition) and trade practices (con-

sumer proteitiOn). Then, the FTC came under fire from both industry and consumer critics iwhe

charged too little activity or activity focused on trivia, excessive delays in fact-finding, and weak, in-

effectual remedies for noncompliance (Wilkie & Gardner, 1974).

In a shiftitrom reactive to proactive thinking the FTC brought in marketing researchers to ad-

dress internal concerns about the agency's mission. The resulting program focuses on chanting the

consumer environment to reduce the probability of abuses, concentrating in four major areas.:

advertising substantiation
corrective advertising
product information
consumer education.

Consumers' needs are met through increased information on a generic level and about a specific

product. Advertising information will be truthful and substantiative. The Marketers are still free to

identify market segments and tailor information to those markets. .

What brought all the problems to the FTC was a misunderstanding of consumer behavior by the

institution charged with its protection. Without any supportinresearch, inaccurate presumptions

were made about consumer behaviors. For example, it was assumed the consumers would always

choose the less xpensive among comparable iteny-, ignoring other economic costs such as time and

convenience. The FTC also ignored the reality that most consumers have some disposable income

after basic, neeas are met, and that the psychological needs of consumers must be met,

5
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Another serious miiconaption of the FTC was that consumers are highly impressionable, blindly

accepting advertising and product information/ The fact is that consumers process information in
the context of their experience, their environment, word-of-mouth information.aild through product
usage, ignoring a certain amount of information, even that furnished by policy makers to help con-
sumers-. Information also is processed differently by-every. consumer. Whit you intend to comm
municate is not always what is .understood evewif the message is presented in,clear, concise and

- plait). English.

a
From ,a public policy viewpoint, this re-orientation of agency 'direction is important for two

reasons: (1) responsiveness to the public's demand for services that meet current and real needs,
and (2) establishment of a preCedent for governmental research into .behavkirs of the audience it
serves. The researchers for the FTC drayilihe following Conclusions regarding marketing research
in the public.sector:,

Public policy makers have a sincer.e_interest in contributions from marketing and consumer
behavior research:

.
This interest is well founded effective research could significantly improve many public
poli0 decisions. , .

-t f:. -,.
6

D

0 Th6re is currently a.substantial gap between information needs and the nature of available
research inputs. k. .

.
-

Marketers are faced with, the alternatives of increased. Participation-n enlightened policy
making or continued reaction in the political arena. ;

t
The research garican be closed if the marketer is 'Willing to understand and adapt t \the ex-. ,igencies of policy decisioni. ,

. . . °Marketers should recognize that publiC policy will continue to be created, with or with'ou't
their research.

Applying Marketing Theory to VR

Shapiro (1973) identifies four key business concepts 'that form' the basis for marketing strategies
in the not-for-prokt sector:

o

1. The self-interest aspect of the transaction or ex&ange. ;

2.' The marketing task of satisfying consumer needs.

3. A workable marketing mix.

4. The concept of.distinctive competence.

Sellinterest
The self-interest concept suggests that both participants (i.e., consumer and provider) in the

marketing exchange should feel they're receiving something of value. Despite the pride VR exhibits
in the,rehabilitation process, there's little recognition that the services rendered (a§ opposed' topur-
chased) in that process hltve a ,value, Purchased training, physical restoration zervices, and
diagnostic wOrkups have ,a dollar value attached. In most .agencies, diagnostics provided by a

6 12



counselor, workups done by the facility evaluator, and the hours of therapeutic counseling have no

assigned dollar value. However, the reality is that they are a commodity; they have value. A client

fei..ling personal benefit from a counselingsession perceives time well spent. The exchange involved

was the personel expertise and help on tht part of the counselor in exchange for allowing oneself to

become a client of the agency.

In Chapter 2 we'll look in more detail at the varied audiences rehab serves and begin to identify

values which are exchanged. The critical issue here is that both parties to the exchange must feel

something of importance is changing hands.

Consumer Needs.
One of the more difficult concepts to operationalize is the redefinition of the primary task of

marketing satisfying consumer needs. The official identification by VR of customers other than

the client becomes almost a moral issue to some rehabilitation profAsionals who feel the client is

the only focus of the agency. Every piece of legislation, every research project, every action taken

by a counselor, every policy delineated by the agency is for the benefit of the client. To serve the

needs of other consumer audiences is shortchanging the client. However', to give the disabled in

dividual the best possible service in a highly competitive environment, it is now necessary to target

services to meet the needs of all audiences VR addresses in the course of providing services to han-

dicapped individuals. Far from abandoning the focus on the client, a marketing model for VR uses

that focus as the litmus test of success.
..

Marketing Mix
Marketing suc ess comes from identifying and specifying a workable marketing mix: Which au-

diences are you d fining as the ones you want -to address? Where is your focus this year'? In the next

five years? What resutts do you want to achieve Mr the agency? With each audience'? What

marketing tools will you select to address each audience? Are you going to target strengthening

contract work for facilities to free agency operational funds? Or put the primary push on employer

services? Give second priority to medical resources?

Distinctive Competence p
Distinctive Competence suggests that, in order to survive, any business has to be exceptionally

good at something. Andthat is what it should capitalize on. If VR is the expert in assisting handicap-

ped individuals participate in the economic marketplace then that becomes the agency's com-

petitive edge. In a program as bread as VR, that competence tailoreed to a specific audience becomes

VR's commodity of exchange.
. ,

Yes, But. .

You're probably agreeing that, yes rehab is a business but...we're a government agency, with a

legislated program. ..and frankly times are Ough.

Governmental agencies don't have a monopoly on legislative control. The issue Of the influenee of

legislation on the public and private sectors was addressed by Alderson (1950):

The promotion of public goods is at an intersection point of politics and
,-,NMarketing. . ..Demand-is-a-funatian-of-pilice_for_most_goods

and services and in-

creasingly price is a functiOn of government policies formulated in the. crucible

13



of politics. A widening protiortion of all busineSs decisions are mandated by
government, either directly. (as with package goods labeling) or indirectly by
taxes, Jariffs,interest--ra-tes71-mplYtt quotas, subsidies andprocurement
policies. (p. 66)

In regard to .4imes are tough," there are two reasons to look at marketing when economics seem
to discouragfe every attempt to conduct busineis as usual. First, marketing theory is not congruent
with economic theory; in times of economic crisis, marketing tends to expand. Instead of following
_consumption trends and decreasing marketing activities, businesses tend to market more ag-
gressively, albeit selectively, with the emphasis on quality rather than quantity. The hypothesis is,
if there are only so many bucks out there, I'm going to have to get my share or go out of busi9s.
And the business that markets best gets the bucks and survives:

The second .possibility is that you may want to market to decrease demands, Kotler and Levy
(1971) talk about the theory of demarketing marketing to cope with unwanted or excessive de-

.

mand. Most marketing focuses on expansion and deals with buyers.; .consumers. What happens
when you are facing labor problems and can't meet production demands? When the source of raw
materials temporSrily dries up? When you can't provide clients-trained in a specific set of jobs?
When most of the clients in a given district are in training and won't be ready for placement for
another six months? When you have more clients than money to serve them? In demarketing you
reestablish a balance of supply and demand by discouragingconsumers in general or a particular
class of consumers on either a temporary or permanent basis. Certainly, there is reason for VR to
study this concept in view of the long-term problems that arise when you can't keep your demand in
balance with supply, i.e., you give in and send clients to job interviews before they're job ready.

Another positive aspect to demarketing is the selective exclusion of classes or market segments.
In VR, this could mean clearly defining eligibility requirements to referral sources' to discourage
them from passing along every person who cdg:s through the door. Or not being phiiically located
across the hall from Welfare thus reducing the risk of people simply wandering in.

How Do You Get to the Place Where You Can Market?

The following chapters focus on the application of marketing concepts' to the state-federal
rehabilitation agency and on the design and implementation of a marketing plan:

1. Deriving a clear understanding of just what marketing entails.

2. Establishing the groundwork for a strong consunter orientation for the agency and its
personnel.

3. Gaining insight to consumer behavior patterns and decision processes which affect their per
formance as consumers of VR.

Are we suggesting a particular marketing plan or strategy for your agency.? Absolutely not! The
how, when, where, why and how much of marketing has to be decided by those administrators
aware of every detail of the agency's operation.

1 4
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CHAPTER TWO

A Conceptual Framework for Marketing
in a VR Agericy

In a classic study applying marketing theory from business to nonbusiness organizations, Kotler

and Levy' (1969) identified nine concepts which form the nucleus 'of the marketing model:

1. Defining the organization's business and products in terms of consumers' needs

2. Identifying and defining target consumer groups

3. Differentiating needs, goals and products among consumer groups

4. Analyzing behaviors of target groups

5. Capitali. n differential advantages inherent to the organization

6. Integrating marketing planning.

7.. Selecting the right mix of marketing tools

8. Monitoring the marketplace

9. Evaluating the organization's effectiveness in the marketplace;

Pi:oduct befinition

What business are you in? Is Exxon in the oil business? Is Revlon in the lipstick business? Is

AT&T in the phone business? Not by a long shot! And certainly not if they plan to stay in business

and prosper. Businesses which survive in a changing marketplace have learned to define their

business and products in broad generic terms which focus on Customers' needs and services provid-

ed. Thus Exxon is in the energy business, Revlon the beauty business, and AT&T is an information

industry.

Generic definition isn't just hairsplitting. It's a focus, an orientation which pervades every level

of the organization from product development to packaging, sales, distribution, and'advertising. To

inaccurately define your product. . .to define the .product too narrowly. . .to presume a built-in

longevity of the, product is to run the risk of producing a dinosaur in the marketplace.

Levitt (1981) cites the railroads as an example of an industry that engineered its own decline. Cer,

tainly it wasn't a lack of consumer. need for passenger and freight transportation. Cars, trucks,

L6



planes, and tankers took over because railroads believed they were in the railroad business not the
transportation business. Their product was trains rather than the transporting of people and goods.
So while this great American enterprise moved cars around on tracks, other businesses moved in to
move the consumers.

The 70s was the decade during which the not-for-profit sector took the concept of generic defini-
tion to heart. As churches realized their congregations were declining, they moved quickly. to
redefine their business from serving the religious needs of their members to addressing community
issues and needs, adding a whole range of social services and nonreligious programs. Schools, once
in the business of teaching reading, kriting, and arithmetic expanded their horizons to focus on
developing the total person.

These organizations knew they were losing'support and funding. They were providing services
which the 'majority of their consumers felt were not relevant to their needs; they were undermining
their own positions of influence in the community. They had to change to survive.

How are VR's business and products defined? We think this just hasn't been done. In a program
as comprehensive and diverse as VR, it's not easy to do. We suggest that VR is in the employment
business and its products range from clients to information.

Target Group Definition

After defining themselves in broad, generic consumer-oriented terms, organizations often
discover they've carved out a tremendous piece ofthe market. And even big business has a finite
amount of resources in expendable capital, management,,staff. So you need to hone in on specific au-
diences. Chrysler, for instance, got out of the auto business and into the transportation business'by
gearing itself to meet the expressed needs for economical, efficient, and serviceable cars. But
Chrysler also identified within their markets, target groups who wanted fun (sports models), luxury
(top of the line and convertibles), and versatility. (mini pickups). Theoretically, every product in the
line is there because research indicated a market segment needed it Chrysler refrains from produc-
ing boats, bicycles, airplanes, and other transportation modalities 'because its target populations .

want passenger vehicles. -

Not-for-profits must make the same kind of audience identification. For instance, a museum
targets primarily the culturally-inclined upper middle class patron who can support program by
contributions as well as attendance. But, to buitd and sustain support over an extended period of
time, the museum conducts educational programs geared to school age children, hoping to build
their patronage and interest. It also may target speCial interest groups with topical exhibits to at-
tract massive,new traffic, a percentage of whom will become repeat business.

VR targets to multiple audiences, not always fully cognizant of how many types of audiences you
target, what their needs really are, what your goals are in this exchange of value, and how that ex -,
change takes place. VR tends to focus on the client as the only target audience and this is
misleading. Your target audiences include employers for job seeking and job development, social
service providers for ancillary services, educational resources for training, medical resources for
restoration and maintenance (See Figure 2). Although these audiences are targeted on behalf of the
client, it must be understood that these relationships involve an exchange of value which is mean-
ingful and valuable to both participants.
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Figure 2
VIt Linkages To Target Audiences

Disabled Individuals Service Providers
(Government)

VR Clients & Family

Groups of Disabled

Employers

General Public

Service Providers
(Commercial)

Differential Needs Identification

Legislators

Media

In-house

Perhaps because VR targets so many audiences, it tends to overlook the differential ele-

ment of marketing.

Why does one cosmetic manufacturer produce fo'ur or five product, lines virtually in-

distinguishable in composition but widely differing in appearance, pricing, advertising format, and

visibility? Because there's a market for the $1.25 hand lotion, and,there's a, totally different market

for an $8.50 "environmental correction, fluid", and yet another market for aversion scented with a

name brand perfume for $12.50. One line is advertised in magazines aimed at students and

housewives and sells in supermarkets and drug stores. For the second lizie, ads run in high fashion

journals with sales, from 11ind the imposing counter of a department store, sometimes with

demonstrators. The very tni3 of the line may be deliberately restricted to a few select stores to

reemphasize its desirability for the privileged few. The consumer oc the lowest priced lotion can't or

won't consider the higher priced ones; the other market segments have needs which make t'.

higher priced offerings an eqVitable value for, them. The point is, in every case there's a tailor-made

exchange of value.

So it must be with VR and its myriad audiences; generic advertising of "The Agency" is virtually

useless. Even the basic communication explaining VR must be custom fitted to each audience's.level

of comprehension and acceptance. Educators' needs differ from needs of employers, clients from

medical staff. Focusing on the information the target audience feels will meet its needs rather than

inforination VR needs to transmit fosters the value exchange.

One of the biggest mistakes an organization can make in analyzing its target audiences, is to

presume that audience needs and organizational goals are identical. A second error is to assume

that your goals are more important than theirs. In a marketing posture, the consumer is always

right. You may adopt strategies tobring the consumer's orientation closer to your point of view, but

you begin by assuming it's a buyer's market.
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Target Audience

Disabled Individuals

Consumer Needs VR Needs

No needs , Employment Inform of available service
Information about VR Independent Living Attract to agency as client
Information re: Barrier -free .e nviron. Enlist aid in program

disability ment support
Services from VR Recognition Referral source
$ervices from others Involvement Volunteers (peer counseling,

etc.)

Wien looking at disabled individuals as a target audience, yoLi need to distinguish between
disabled individuals and clients. Some disabled individuals may express no desire for communica-
tion with or from VR, simply because they have no need or degire for services.

The disabled person who i§ a potential consumer may hav,e a range of needs, from general infor-
mation about VR services to life-threatening situations requiring immediate intervention. So the
levels of need and receptivity vary greatly. A person may need only detailed information about a
disability, medical updates, product information, or information to decide whether or not VR ser-
vices are needed. But there may be a need for information about employment, therapy, training, in-
dependent living services, and 'a barrier-free environment.

VR, on t14 other hand, has 'specific needs, such as informing handicapped individuals of the
availability of VR services and attracting to the agency as clients those persons described in the
eligibility criteria.

The agency also may recognize the value in cultivating articulate handicapped persons to support
agency program by channeling appropriate referrals to the agency and advancing agency interests
with employers, civic leaders, and governmental entities. Additionally, volunteers may be recruited
to function as peer counselors, aides, teachers, recreation assistants, and in other similar roles.

What .needs to take place is an exchange of values. For this transaction to occur, there must be an
exchange of at least one item from the consumer needs column and one item from the VR,needs col-
umn. To spend time and effort recruiting volunteers for a facility won't produce results unlessNyou
address why handicapped individuals would want to become involved, e.g., personal recognition.
You then begin to cultivate a pool of individuals who, through involvement and recognition, can
assist the agency with other needs.

Target Audience Consumer Needs VR Needs
.

\
VR Client & Family

Counseling/guidance
training/education

Employment
Physical services
Disability info

(specific)

Self-esteem
Community integra-

tion
Independent living A,

.

.

Sustain in program .

Complete program

Employment
Program support
Referral source
Volunteer

Disabled individuals come to ,VR with differing expectations, not only for the types of services,
such as physical restoration, education, placement, and counseling; but also for personal goals, e.g.,
independence, self-esteem, level of community ,involvement, and partiicipation in"the mainstream.
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VR wants clients who persist in and complete their rehab programs successfully, cooperate with

staff, and exert an appropriate amount of initiative. The agency assumes that in dealing with

cFents, counselors and other staff persons demonstrate great sensitivity to client needs in any

situation. And it expects that during counseling sessions, the agency's needs are communicated to

the client and formulated into the IWRP. How much marketing_ takes place at this point largely

depends upon the counselor's style and sensitivity to the cIrent's needs, But marketing and

demarketing take place. Whether the counselor is responding to a money crisis or the agency's

desire to channel clients into a facility with vacancies, there are additional elements in decision

making other than the formal eligibility criteria.

VR has other needs which are not always communicated to the client. Alumni who lobby and

testify on behalf of program funding, legislative changes, and even program continuance, are a very

valuable resource. People who have been through the rehab program and speak from 'experience of

its value are a highly credible source of information. VR needs to recruit and reward individuals for

this kind of involvement.. ,to structure an exchange of value by meeting the recognition and self-

esteem needs of these individuals in exchange for help with agency program needs.

Are alumni encouraged to refer other handicapped individuals to VR? Are they given the infor-

mation they need to participate in this exchange? Are alumni awfire of opportunities for
volunteerism? Are opportunities made available to clients to experience the exchange of much-

needed manpower for rewards such as recognition, experience, and selfsatisfaction?

You may not think of someone in need of your services as having some value to offer in exchange,

or that you should commit additional resources in marketing to that individual. However, the oppor-

tunities are there, if you focus energy on the exchange involved.

Target Audience Consumer Needs VR Needs

.
Recognition/visibility Barrierfree

environment
Alliance

Groups of Disabled Employment , Medical services Allegiance

Individuals funding
Housing Self-determination,

power, control
Lobbying power

Transportation Education Manpower (volunteer)
Updating disability

info
,,

Groups of disabled individuals have two basic needs: visibility and tangible results. They are

struggling to exist, to gain membership, to manage on a bare bones budget, to Obtain credibility,

and to exert influence: Unless these groups are purely .social or recreational in orientation, they

have issues centrai to their existence, such as housing, employment, environmental access, atten-

dant care, transportation, health care, and education, none of which lends itself to a quick and easy

solution. Individual group members also have, needs and priorities, and/these individual needs and

priorities are not always the same as the group's.

Many VR agencies have taken a strong interest in groups of disabled individuals. Their

employees join and work with groups, both as members and advisers:While the individuals' goals

may be participation in valued activities, helping, or socialization, the-primary agency goal usually

is to assist the group to develop its goals and. actions in support of agency goals. To put it plainly,

most agencies don't want trouble, and working with a grotiP to foster a beneficial relationship is

preferable to finding protesters on your doorstep.
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These groups can become a major power in conveying agency interests to the media, general
public, and, legislators. Voters are the most powerful lobbying force, and the disabled individual
speaking on behalf of a group of disabled individuals (voters) can be considerably more effective
than an agency representative speaking for the same cause.

Groups of disabled individuals also can become a source of referrals to the agency, acting asp
marketing tool to reach persons who may not come in contact with traditional referral sources. A

good example is outreach to the deaf and hearing impaired community where the network of con-
tacts and social groups is the primary mechanism for communication.

The use of volunteers to meet some agency and facility needs is impOrtant. Although the agency
may need to furnish the volunteers with ancillary services, such as transportation, group members
can augment professional staff by functioning as peer counselors, recreational aides, and training
aides. with planning and ingenuity, volunteers can become a self-directed group functioning as an
integral mart,0 the VR program.

Target Audience Consumer Needs VR Needs

Employers

No needs
No hassle frotn

government
agencies

Troubled employee
services

Employees (job ready)

Technical. assistance
Recognition

Community involve-
ment

Individual placements
Placement relationship

(long-term)

Relationship with other
employers

Program support
Tangillle in-kind nupiort
Referrals

Employers need employees; but they do not need handicapped emp oyees. And, in the traditional
VR placement mad, the emphasis is on, selling handicapped workers to the employer. The ex-
change of value is attempted based on the employer's needs for goodwill, community service, and
possibly fear of further government regulation or litigation. That means you have to identify so-
meone in that organization interested in the status of handicapped individuals, who becomes your
marketing tool for that employer. When you run into a company official with no interest in han-
dicapped people or no fear of government agencies, you probably will find the door closed. The reali-
,ty is that, the market-the-Client system isn't reliable enough to sustain the numbers VR needs to
keep the program viable. .

Employers need job ready employees. They need assistance with troubled employees, with in-
juries on the job. And a'successful marketing model for employers focuses on these needs, not on
government regulation or community goodwill. As long as 'VR needs clients placed and presumes
the.employer needs handicapped employees, the marketing exchange is limited. We're back to the
old pi'. ot lem of having a client with skills A and B and trying to find an employer with needs for A
and B.

If the agency- gn develop a source for multiple placements over a long period of time, wouldn't it
be worth the timeand personnel to initiate and sustain these more intensive employer-VR relation-
ships? And these relationships can be used to provide program support, communication with
legislators,, OJT, subcoarat work, to facilities, and donations of equipment, personnel and supplies.
Employers who are satisfied with the exchange of value become a marketing tool to other.
employers. The unsolicited an\infOrmal recommendation, employer tnemployer, is, extremely of--
fective..
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Target Audience

'Set. Vice Providers
(Commercial)

Consumer Needs VR Needs

Business Personal and
corporate satisfaction

Profit
Repeat business
Advertising to other

customers (goodwill)

Goods and services

Fair value
Quality product
Indirect program support

(goodwill)

The primary need of vendors is business that produces a profit...business that produces repeat
profits. Governmental purchasers usually don't have the flexibility to negotiate with providers. The
bureaucracy frequently slows down payments, complicates 'purchases with regulations, and in-
tervenes in the general market. exchange. However, government business is generally repeat
business, and the government pays its bills. So service providers contend for government agency
markets.

Given these constraints, it would appear that service providers are a limited target audience for
VR, as there is little to negotiate. But vendors have other needs: advertising' to other customers and
the creation of goodwill. While VR's use of advertising on behalf of vendors may be restricted by
law, there is ample opportunity for vendors to capitalize on service provided VR to obtain other
state business. Service providers also have personal and corporate needs for performance satisfac-
tion, an area which offers possibilities for development.

VR's needs from vendors center on goods or services provided at a fair price. VR must take the
responsibility for investigating and assuring that purchased training is,horough and. appropriate
for the particular client and job; that equipment purchased is safe, operative and effective; that
medical services are well managed. With increased litigation in this area, VR as the purchaser now
needs to become an evaluator of goods and services in terms of quality as well as cost-effectiveness.

Although direct lobbying efforts by a commercial organization on behalf of a program which pur-
chases its services may be inappropriate, indirect support can be solicited. Vendors, as individuals,'
can perform valuable services in communicating, from a business perspeCtive with media, other ser-
vice providers, and the general public.

Target Audience Consumer Needs VR Needs

Service Providers
(Government)

Business (goods,
services, clients)

Program support

Funds (3rd party from
'VR)

Services

Services

Business
3rd party funding
Program support

Interagency relationships will become increasingly important as programs move toward more
state and local control. The needs of other human services providers usually are quite similar to
VR's: exchange of appropriate clients, third party resqurces, program support and provision of ser-
vices.. We need to begin to.look at cooperative agreements with education, welfare,, and mental

hospitals as marketing tools.

VR has several alternatives. It can choose to do nothing; it may take aggressive, independent ac-
tion. Or it can view other agencies as members'of a service consortium, banding together to provide
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mutual support, share resources, and exchange clients when appropriate. VR should choose the
route most applicable to a specific situation, but should identify the marketing choices linked with a
proactive, rather than reactive stance.

"Target Audience Consumer Needs VR Needs

..
-

General Public
No needs
Info re: servicesAr self, family, friends

(specific)
IRto re; disahilities (generic)
IntNalm,t tithe of need .

Selfenhancement .-

Program support
Advocacy on behalf of liandicapped
individuals

a. Jobs
b, barrierfree environment
c, attitude change

Referrals
Volunteers
Direct fiscal support

When VR thinks of marketing, it tends to think first of information dissemination to the general
public. Unfortunately, this is one market segment which, in general, has no desire for that informa-
tion. Unless an individual in that mass audience feels some immediate need for information about
VR, whether personally or for a member of the family or a friend, the information is likely to be ig-

nored particularly if reference to illness or disability causes feelings of fear, guilt, or the like. Per-
sons who are involved in human services, either as professionals or volunteers, may be more recep-
tive to the information; however, their needs may be more specific and better attended to in other
ways.

A small segment of the general population may store the information away against tithe of need,
but unless the communication provides some tangible method of recovering the information, recall
will remain limited. For instance, running public sen:,:e announcements that list services available
from VR, along with.a phone number, could be made more effective by showing how to find VR in

the phone directory.

What does VR need kom the general public?-Primarily support for the program and its continua-
tion through funding and appropriate legislation. In looking at this market segment, it may be
helpful to separate your goals into tangible and intangible. No matter how much goodwill the man
on the street verbalizes about programs which help unfortunate handicapped people, that doesn't
constitute responsive support. There's no way of utilizing that good will unless: (1) you request that
support, and (2) you provide the public with a method of responding, i.e.,,voting for a specific bill, ap-
proving funding levies, and informing legislators of support for issues.

The overriding caution in marketing to the general public is that it remains an undifferentiated
market deserving careful segmentation, e.g., church members, neighborhood clubs, civic organiza-
tions.

liget Audience
--

Consumer Needs
....,

:Needs, ..,.

Legislators
Run the government
Kee? constituency represented
Protect.special interests

Financial support
Program support
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The needs of legislators are complex and difficult to analyze simply because the political system

itself is so complex. If the primary tasks of the legislator are to keep the government running.. .the

monies coming in. , .the- multiplicity of programs and agencies functioning, then the legislator's

primary need should bo for information regarding.constituency needs, 4

VR needs legislative support for, funds to operate the program and for the creation of a climate in

which VR programs can produce results, e.g., tax incentives for hiring disabled workers,,easing of

zoning restrictions for group homes.

It should be straight forward present the needs of the handicapped population to the

policymakers in a way that accurately reflects their 'number and situation, and project expected

results after appropriate services are provided.

Target Audience

, ..
.

Consumer Needs . VR Needs .

Media

News
Feeder relationships

Program support (nod press)
Absence of bad press
Marketing tool

The business of radio, television, newspapers and magazines is information., In exchange for this

'information, the consumer either ,pays directly for the service, e.g., buying the newspaper, or in-

directly through purchase of advertised goods and products. Usually the exchange involves both.

Competition is high, so the information industry has evolved a highly refined marketing stance in

order to survive.

The media consume enormous quantities of information, thus their need is for information at

minimal cost. Because the media have carefully defined their target audiences, they need only that

information they perceive meets the needs of their audiences.

VR, on the other hand, needs the media as a marketing tool to reach-several of their audiences via

a methodology that's usually available at no cost and reaches vast numbers of people with high

credibility. Good press not only encourages program support but appears to reflect program-sup-

port. Bad, press tends to imply bad program.

The increasing appearances of disabled persons in the mass media have brought disabled in-

dividuals to the attention of the American public in a very impactful way. While meeting the au-

dience's need for entertainment, producers are introducing information in a way which is accepted

by a majority of viewers.

The question is, how can VR capitalize on this kind of programming? Are there possibilities for

followup that could tie issues presented in the program to individuals and the community? Are

there ways of making VR known to program producers so references to the agency can be more

specific? For example, one program clearly portrayed a rehabilitation counselor without identifying

the person's profession; the source of the very necessary and appropriate assistance was left to the

viewer's imagination. A good relationship between VR and the local media could have led to a

trailer, which is a short local spot following the program, giving the agency ID and phone number

for use by people`in similar, circumstances.
0

The point is, there are opportunities to take advantage of a sound advertising concept --.7come in-

to a market slot that someone else has already' softened up.
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Target Audience Consumer Needs

Job malefaction
InhouNe Climate of the Job Into input, into

feedback, decialon making,
Maintain Job
j'ersmial self esteem

L.

VR Needs

Program operation continuation
Quality of service
Cost containment+
Work environment at peace

One critically important audience VR must attend to is agency staff, Obviously employees need to
niXintain their jobs, but they also need job satisfaction, a health% work climate, to give and receive
inavmatidn, and'to participate in decision making. Also strongly valued are the personal satisfac-
tion and self-esteem of job performance.

-The agency wants staff to operate with a high quality of service within budgetary limits. And it
also wants a peaceful, productive work place. VR, unfortunately, hasn't always addressed the needs
of staff. If,eommunications are still directed to staff via memos or manual letters. . .if staff input
committees are.being used as rubber stamps...if input isn't sought until final plans are formulated,
there will he :resistance to implementation of any managerial plan, including marketing.

While field staff do the bulk of the marketing implementation, the impact of these efforts on job
performance usually are not evaluated. They cannot be expected-to do it all, Employer development
takes time. , .considerable amounts of time. Relationships with Media professionals must be worked
at...kept up. The agency needs,to lay its groundwork carefully in marketing to this in-house group,
recognizing them as an important market segment.

Professional sales people are nurtured by their employers with continual updating on company
plans and policies. They're fed a stream of practical, hands-on aids. They're expected to seek out
dath on their products' utilization and feed it back to the company. They're encouraged to spot
trends and projected needs. And they're recognized and rewarded,

Can VR do less with its field staff?

Consumer Behavior Analysis

The following chart (Figure 3) is simply a beginning step inlegmenting VR's audiencfThe fact is
VR doesn't know very much about its target audiences' needs and desires. Business spends con-
siderable money and effort on research and market analysis. No company can affottl.to develop a
product, set up the manufacturing process, staff a sales force, mount an adiertising campaign,
distribute the product, then hope for a positive market response, based on'hutiches or guesstima-'
Lion.

Fruit 'of the Loom, for example, studied consumer purchasing habits and discovered that men's
underwelir is purchased primarily by wives and mothers. :I'heefore their marketing effort is it

, geared, to the female buyer who expressed a preference for practicality and god value. Distribu-
tion channels were changed to include outlets more frequently patronized by women, i.e., grocery X

and drug stores, To market the same product successfully to a predominantly. male audience Would .

mean changing not just the distribution, and promotional slant but the fundamental buying
behaviors of the audience.
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In the nonprofit arena, the phenomenon of fund raising illustrates the importance of market
research. Steieotypes of donors as rich and philanthropic have been discarded based on hard data
which demonstrate that people donate for specific and self-satisfying reasonsbecause they
perceive they get something in realm.

The Salvation Army worker outside the alcoholic beverage store at Christmas is makingsa very
strong, unspoken pitch to the purchaser's guilt feelings. The pleas to help victims of a flood are aim-
ed at people's sense of relief at being spared and their recognition of one's helplessness in the face of
uncontrollable circumstances two very different sets of behaviors. Honing in on behaviors of
market segments permits ail organization to fulfill its mission while exchanging commodities of
value (albeit intangible, personal ones) with thosewho provide support for the program.

1

Analyzing consumer behaviors from VR's standpoint is a complex process. In the first place, we
don't know alot about our clients much less about employers_and their motivation. Identifying the
goals and needs of each target audience is an immediate first step, but the reality is, empirical
research is urgently needed. (For additional discussion, see Chapter 4).

Differential Advantage

The concept of differential advantage means simply doing what your organization does best. It's
promoting and exploiting that at which you excel.

Hertz has firmly entrenched in our minds its position as number one in car ,rental, that is
presumably having the largest volume of business. (But what number one really means, we don't
know.) Avis comes back with a message of trying harder. Another rental agency juMps in with Vo-
ing business cheaper. Without these differehtial messages, consumers would have no basis for
selecting either of the three companies which offer the same services.

)

VR, on the other hand, doesn't seem to capitalize on what it does best. If your agency has an effec-
tive, aggressive job placement program; a quality diagnostic unit; or an outstanding computer train-
ing program, these are the things you market.

Differential advantages must be real and provable. If your 650 milligrams of pain reliever
actually doesn't work better than my 650 milligram version, you'd probably better stay clear of
claiming "faster more effective relief."

Integrated Marketing Planning

How did your agency get to be personna non grata with that particular newspaper? How di it
happen that, a legislator was contacted by twagency staff with two different versions of the same
story? Why was the story that should have been shared directly in PTA meetings wasted on radio
copy that was never. aired?

What's needed is a central management-defined plan for marketing planning and implementation.
Without an integrated, comprehensive master plan which delineates what is to be communicated to
whom, how, and by whom,. there is going to be duplication, dilution and scatter of effect which VR
can ill afford. The plan should specify:
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the priorities,
the resources allocated to each priority.
immediate goals
long-term goals

e, timetables ,

Vh's problem is that responsibility for marketing is shared among virtually everyone. Only a
fracticn of what actually gets done is identified and dealt with as marketing. There are nostatewide
prioritie; the agency's program. appears fragmented and lacking clear goals and expectations. The
staff have little access to policy development. You have invested time, money, and effort without
being able to assess the results.

xs"

Multiple Marketing Tools

How do you reach your target groups? Through your tools the product, packaging, price,
distribution channels,,and\promotion which are adjusted to make up the marketing mix.

Jhe product may be changed by adding to or subtracting from the line or by substantially alter-
ing thetonfiguration of the existing product. Lennox,Industries, for instance, predicted the demand
for solar energy and added a whole new product line of solar heating and coolinx systems and water
heater's for residential and light commercial customers (Thompson, 1979). VR fNquently changes its
products, adding a program for chemically-dependent workers, closing down a.special school pro-
gram, or shifting 'a sheltered workshop from subsidized to competitive employment.

Packaging the product may require giving it a new and different appearance. Sine-Off, an over-
the-counter siwis medication, recently went through four major repackaging efforts in a five year
period to establish differentiation between its product and three brands similar in name and ap-
pearance (Thompson, 197w. VR needs to distinguish itself from other social service providers andto
make distinctions among its clients (products).

Distribution chgnnels are the means by which your product gets to its end users. Among the
steps RC Cola tobk hoping to capture a larger share of title cola market.was the acquisition of

another channel of distribution by purchasing. Arby's, a fast food franchise. Rehab is quite familiar
with changes in distributiot modes. Satellite offices in shopping malls, offices in inner city schools,
projects in rural areas, all demonstrate.alternative ways of getting services to'customers. The ques-
tion is, can services to employers be as flexible? .

Pricing is the real or perceived dollar, time, or effort cost affixed to the product. A company like
Levi Strauss can endure a price-cutting war by its distributors and still make substantial profits as
long as customers demand their products and are willing to pay the price. VR needs to remember
that every eielfange has a price: -It costs money, time, and productivity to train a new worker; it
costs time, money, and effort, to meet with a VR represent_ ive; it costs a significant amount of money
to replace an inappropriately placed client. How much is the employer willing to spend? Can these
costs be reduced or recompensed? One agency, in order to keep a good OJT slot; used staff to do the
job temporarily when clients were unavailable.

Promotion is the use of publicily, advertising, public relations, and atmospherics to communicate
with an audience. A symphony o4Thestra, for example, generates publicity through media releases

/
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and interviews on radios and-TV by the conductor and guest artists. A public relations effort might
include a free concert in the city park during. lunch *hour. Advertising could include a major bank
purchasing a newspaper page and donating it to the orchestra to publicize the season ticket cam-
paign..Atmospherics is a way of describing to the prospective customer how the organization looks
and feels. The Women's Auxiliary may sponsor a full-dress benefit ball in a lavishly decorated hotel
to offer patrons participation in a gala social event. Or the orchestra members might dress in jeans
and T-shirts for informal pops concerts with elementary school students in an atmosphere,sthat's
designed to project fun and familiarity.

VR dues a lot of promotion, not always distinguishing between the goals of a promotional effort
and the promotion itself, Many staff members do promotion, from the secretary who greets visitors
(public relations) to the counselor presenting a program to a service club (publicity). Maybe the ven-
tures aren't particularly slick or sophisticated, and maybe they don't need to be. There is a need,
however, to coordinate promotion with other aspects of the marketing mix, targeting goals up front
and maintaining that initiative through follow up.

Market Feedback

If your agency simply pastes newspaper articles in a scrapbook and counts total linage at the end
of the year, you have no way of knowing what, if any, marketing impact- you have made.

If you are a business with a tangible product, you count how many you put on the shelf, how many
you sell, how many reorders you have, and know how well you're doing by the profits you make. You
conduct product satisfaction surveys, analyze complaints, solicit consumers by offering coupons and
gifts. Not-for-profit organizations are far more unstructured. It takes a major strike of garbage col -

.lectors in July, a riot on the university campus, a sick-out of police, or an empty theater to bring
home the point that the organization isn't meeting the needs of its constituency.

VR usually doesn't know ho, things are going until things aren't going well. There is a flurry of
administrative review requests; bad press is generated by disgruntled clients or advocacy groups;
the legislature turns a deaf ear. But despite this negative feedback, you still don't know exactly
what is wrong or how long it's been going on.

VR typically doesn't solicit feedback. Client followup focuses primarily on retention of service
benefits. You don't make the deliberate effort to use clients to analyze operations; you don't seek
feedback from employers on a long-term basis. Nor do you study interactions with other service
providers. Feedback must be encouraged and monitored on a continuing basis. For instance, what
will the labor market be like ten years down the road? Or what-kinds of young adults will be coming
out of mainstreamed school programs and with what kinds of needs? What will happen to special
population groups, such as the chronically emotionally ill, as program support is reduced? Where
will the marginally disabled, marginally empl9yable fit into the picture? Where is private rehab go-
ing? What pieces of this market can your particular agency address?

2,9
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Marketing Audit

Change is the only constant in American business. A number of American businesses no longer

exist because they could or would_not change the definition of their products which lost relevance in

the marketplace. To remain viable, an organization must periodically review and evaluate its objec-

tives, resources, and opportunities; its basic business, target groups, differential advantages, com-

munication channels, and messages in light of current trends and needs. Then be prepared to

recognize the need for change and do it.

'-
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CHAPTER THREE

Planning For Marketing

There's a little town in West Virginia with a local,ordinance still on the books which says, if you
leave home after nine p.m. without knowing where you're going you can wind up in the slammer.

Maybe the same kind of law ought to apply to marketers in rehab. It should be against the law to
go out and market unless you know where you're going and you understand the consequences of

successful marketing efforts.

A major marketing effort that is conducted without clearly targeting goals can be less than
useless. Not only will you waste time and money.but you also can generate negative effects. The on-
ly thing that could be worse is a marketing effort which succeeds in communicating with the au-

dience but fails because the agency,doesn't have the resources to complete the exchange. The bot-

tom line is, if your agency can't provide the services (the job ready clients or-whatever) you are
planning to market, the worst possible decision is to try to develop more customers for those ser-
vices. Planning assures that goals are developed and sufficient resources and products are available

before. marketing begins.

Robert Mager (1975) succinctly summing up the argument for planned action said that unless you
know where you're going you might wind up somewhere else and not even know the difference.

o

Where Do I Start?

Your first decision is who should do your marketing planning. Basically You-have three alter-

natives:

1. Hire a professional firm to do it all.

2. Hire a consultant to work with your staff.

3. Do it all in house.

In the first option, a professional firm would do the entire marketing package for you from
planning to selection and development of the marketing tools through evaluation. You should seek a

firm which focuses on market analysis services: data on employer needs, job forecasting on a
regional basis, analyses of employer hiring behaviors, descriptions of client and potential client
populations, attitudes o_ f the general public. The reality is, however, that in this day and age, you
probably can't afford to contract out a marketing package even if you could convince state
policymakers that such services are an integral part of program planning.
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Your second optionis to hjre a marketing professional to set up strategies for analysis, act as a
team member in planning, take the lead role in developing the marketing mix,.and supervise im-
plementation and evaluation. Also, the professional marketer's perspective would be invaluable as
you conceptualize VR within a marketing frameworls. In choosing a professional, you need to dif-
ferentiate between marketing as logic and marketing as a competence. That is, some professionals
specialize in marketing of something, e.g., energy industries, political aspirants, and some are
generalists who can conceptualize but would need time to learn about rehab.

The third option is to do it all yourself put together a marketing team which will develop a plan
for the. entire agency. Kotler (1979) suggests a six step phase in as a way of moving gradually into
marketing over a period of time. He outlines the following sequence:

1. Appoint g marketing committee;

2. Organize task forces to carry out an organizational audit;

3. Hire marktting specialist firms as needed;

4. Hire a marketing consultant;

5. Hire a director of marketing;

6. Hire a vice president of marketing.

The proces1 might begin, with an in-house committee charged with examining the organizatiOn's
problems and looking into the potentials for marketing. They would also examine the marketing
needs of each operational unit and determine the type of management resources required, i.e., a full-
time director of marketing, a marketing consultant, etc.

Task forces would conduct the organizational audit looking at how various audiences perceive
the organization's products and assist with the development of organizational goals, positions,
and strategies. Even though the task forces may be unable to solve specific problems, they would
gain a better understanding of the issues and be able to assist in implementation of 'narketing
plans.

The next two phases call for the utilization of professionals to accomplish some or all of the
marketing tasks. By carefully defining what you can't do, the gaps can be filled in with professional
help even with relatively limited resources. For example, using a marketing consultant to carry out
a comprehensive marketing audit would provide the organization with significant data on target au

diences.

Eventually the organization probably will need a marketing director (see Appendix A for'or a sam-
ple job description) at the middle management level, and the equivalent of a vice president of
marketing to coordinate all marketing functions from the upper echelon.

We see VR utilizing a marketing manager whose role would be to:

provide information to other top administrators on the marketing environment, market size,
composition, and trends;



participate in the setting of annual objectives;
develop plans and allocate resources to Meet those objectives;

serve as marketing conscience of the agency to counteract the tendency of administrators to

become engrossed in operations and lose sight of marketing issues and relationships;,

manage and coordinate marketing services for all units in the agency. (Kotler, 1975)

CAUTION; There is a danger of confuiing the role of marketing manager with that of the public

information or public relations officer. Promotion is only`bne piece of the marketing mix. The skills

needed to develop a brochure or tape-slide show or to set up a job fair are not the skills required for

analyzing what is happening between the agency and the, marketplace and what should and could

happen through an integrated marketing program.

The public relations role entails:

handling the public communication needs of the agency

managing routine communications with those publics

developing communication 'strategies for special projects
supplying information on request
presenting 'the organization in a favorable light.

The market manager's role involves:

researching consumer needs, perceptions, and preferences
developing new products and services'
determining the basic characteristics of products

solving problems regarding product 'distribution.

Early on in this process', it's critical that top level management develop and disseminate the agen-

cy's
.

cy's philosophy regardingmarketing. This includes:

establishing agencywide the groundwork for an understanding of marketing

preparing staffjor its effect on agency operations

setting a high priority on designing ,and developing a marketing model

cultivating an environment which encourages creative participation.

Additionally, development of the philosophy requires serious consideration of the planning

aspects based on such concepts as:

1. Marketing planning cannot be delegated to a staff person.,Responsibility must remain with

the top level management who deal with forward planning regularly as a part of management

activities. Delegation, even with periodic review,weakens the priority.

. 2. In building a team or unit, look for staff people who have both Jine and field experience and

who exhibit sound business management. Marketing planning is not for the individual who

knows the VR system but cannot relate to the business concepts integral to marketing.

3. Guard against selecting staff who gravitate to planning because it provides the opportunity

for theoretical conceptualization rather than dealing with.the tangible nitty-gritty issues.



4. If you set' up a planning team you have a responsibility to keep them active, involved,
Stimulated, and rewarded. The goal of a marketing orientation is an integrated, comprehen-
sive plan, and the worst thing that can happen is for one member of the team tcrtako off in a
direction contrary to the master plan. The team should be kept informed and involved so that
when an approach shows signs of payoff, appropriate management decisions can be made
relative to the overall plan.

5. An internal balance should be maintained between the demands of day - today activities and
the need to visualize and plan ahead. A state director has enough to do just to keep the agency
running, so, planning sessions are usually widely spaced. However, regular and frequent
marketing updates and planning reviews need to become routine.

Building the Team

Identifying staff who can contribute to the team requires looking at the kinds of skills the
management ora marketing function entails. Kotler (1972) identifies these traits as the ability to
analyze, plan, organize, and control.

Analytical skills include the ability to diagnose the marketplace, to identify market segments,
their size and location, and to provide insight into the needs, wants, perceptions, and values of those
consumers. Also included is the ability to identify what products the organization currently sup-
plies to each market segment and how each audience feels about those products.

Thei.e are four major areas requiring planning skills: product development, pricing, distribution,
and promotion. Team members must deal with questions such as,,HoW do you select and refine the
concept of a product? How do you style and package it? HOw do you test for market acceptance?
What would be an attractive set of terms for both the agency and consumer? How do you get a
product into circulation and accessible to the target market? What methods should be used to
stimulate marketinterest?

Organizational skills involVe the ability to: (1) design a marketing unit understand the advan-
tages and disadvantages of organizing marketing activities along functional, product, and market
segment lines; (2) staff identify, train, and assign responsibilities effectively; and (3) motivate
stimulate optimal performance from staff.

Control skills "refer to keeping marketing efforts in line with market conditions, i.e., keeping up
with attitudinal and behavioral achievements while measuring the costs and efficiency of actions .
producing those results.

-
In building your team, you want to consider people qualities as opposed to selection solely by

staff position. Peter Drucker (1954) suggests'the mental climate-which fosters long-range marketing
planning is a kind of creative flexibility. "To reach objectives, detours may have to be mute around
obstacles. Indeed, the ability to go around obstacles rather than charge them head is a major' re-
quirement for managing."

The team. should include staff already involved in short and long-term program planning and
evaluation at both top and middle management. These persons can perform the critical tasks of pro-
viding and, interpreting data, identifying problem areas and resources, and smoothing the route to
acceptance and implementation of any agencywide plan.



Certainly every field office and facility needs to have a marketing representative on the team

who will participate in the entire decision making process from gathering data to analyzing local

situations, and will be responsible for local implementation. As everyone In an agency markets

counselors, secretaries, facility staff, supervisors, and administrators and will be actively involv-

ed in,anhconcerted marketing effort, it is necessary to involve all levels of staff in thoanalyilis and

planning processes: identifying target, audiences, prioritizing audiences, listing current activities,

describing expected outcomes, and suggesting marketing activities and tools. But it's going to take

some awareness generating to prompt people to think marketing.

One of the most important members of the team is the public information officer. It is

unreasonable to assume that the promotion piece of the marketing mix can be implemented without

total integration into the marketing plan, and this may require substantial personnel commitment.

lo supplement your own staff, it may be possible to locate short-term assistance from a retired pro-

fessional willing to do a public service. Or someone relocating who would consider short-term

. tenure with VR as a stepping-stone to other government business. Maybe someone can be recruited

on an advisory basis from local colleges and universities or other state agency PR units. Frequently

seminars and training programs in marketing are sponsored by coalitions of nonprofit organizations

and by educational and health organizations. You may be able to participate in such training or at

least have access to and exchange of ideas with other nonprofit organizations working in this area.

You've Got a Team.. .Now What?

In order to develop a comprehensive marketing plan for your agency, your team needs to go

through a four step process:

1. Gather information regarding your target audiences, the environment in which they are

operating, and what the agency is currently doing in marketing. This is called a marketing

audit.

2. Process the information to formulate issues, problems and questions.

3. Identify those issues and problems which are marketing concerns.

4. Develop marketing strategies to deal with the identified issues and problems.

It is obvious that a comprehensivetaluation is required to secure the scope of information need-

ed for agencywide plan developmentobut it is also critical to know what kinds of marketing ac-

tivities are already taking place and whit \kInds of outcomes result from those activities. It is impor-

tant tonow what kinds of strengths exists hat staff have what kinds of skills, and what exchanges

have proven profitable, as well as knowing where gaps exist. The balance of this chapter guides you

through a micro assessment, which, in order to`gather the maximum amount of information, should-

be conducted on local and district as well as state levels. Using these outlines then leads you to

development of marketing strategies and deploynient of resources to implement those strategies.

Going through this process not only provides data, but the process itself serves as .a hands-on

training exercise, helping to develop the "think marketing" approach with all levels cif staff.

k:
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Who Are Your Target Audiences?

List audiences with whom you exchange values.

Now prioritize those audiences. Remember that priorities can and will sbift.
And that's OK. But it' essential to have clear in everybody's mind where the
primary allocation of time, money, and persbnpower must be delegated at this
time.

Then make enough copies so you can hang this bullseye in a conspicuous
location to remind everyone just what you're shooting at. We've filled in one
for a hypothetical agency as a sample (Blank forms are included in Appendix
B).
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Figure 4
Target Audience Visualizer

Target #1 Employers

Target #2 State Legislators

Target #3

Target #4

Media

Grdups of Disabled Individuals

Target #5 Tents Already In VR System

'Target #6 Educational Referral Sources
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Whitt Kim's of Marketing Activities Aro Currently Taking Place?

This analysis must be clone audience by audience. Elecaiise you probably
don't have`a coordinated, plan in place to act as a starting pointforreuluation,
it may be necessary to begin, by simply taking an InVentory which would list
the current marketing activities, Report the tools used, for each exchange and
the outcomes of each When.you've pulled all this dats,togetner, some ques-
tions will, naturally arise. Don't, try to make value judgments at this point. Just
begin to aceuniulate questions.

.

To illustrate how this process works, we selected one audience (the medial
and ran'through the information gathefed in one agency. Our goal was to be as
comprehensive as possible in the recording process. Again, it points up that in
an agency situation so many separate attivitiett are taking place that it Would .
he necessary to go through this process in each location, not just in central of-
fice, to capture all the activities taking'place.

,`
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Figure 5
Defining the Current Marketing Activitien
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t, tt. .
This base of information should serve as the first step to a full scale audit. It's 'likely that addi- ,

tional activities and strategies will be added to these lists as various operational units identify them
in their day-to-day functioning. The simple sharing of these lists among other units should be of
value. Certainly compiling and distributing them-lo the marketing audit unit is a must.

41
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Marketing Audit

An agency's in-depth evaluation looks at both the market potential (dmsumer needs) and the
agency's resources and demands. It is not an exercise you do only once. The ebb and flow of market

conditions necessitate a continual evaluation of your marketing strategies once they are in place.

The marketing audit has four basic characteristics. First, it is broad rather than narrow in scope.
It examines the marketing environment, objectives, strategies, organization, and systems. Second,

it is conducted by persons not directly involved in the development of the marketing plan: Agency

staff is alright as long as they are not part of the marketing team (e.g., program evaluation staff), or

you can use an outside consultant. Third, the audit is systematic with an orderly seque-nce of

diagnostic steps. Fourth, it is conducted periodically to reassess assumptions andrecommend a plan

of action to improve functioning.

The marketing audit issconducied in three phases. Initially, agency management a&I the auditing

team agree on the objectives and scope of the audit including the time frames and how\the report is

to be presented. The auditing team then gathers data, preferably from sources other than those be-

ing audited, i.e., the worst place to go for information on how your consumers feel is to people within

your own organization. The final phase of the audit is the written report from the auditing team to

management. To adequately analyze the report,.subcommittees could be formed to address details

and report back to management.

Kotler, Gregor and Williams (1977) suggest that "the most valuable part of the marketing audit
lies not so much in the auditor's specific recommendations but in the process that the managers of

the company begin to go through to assimilate, debate and develop their own concept of the needed

marketing ,action." Among those most in need of implementing an auditing process are nonprofit
organizations which are just beginning to think in marketing terms. For these organizations, an
audit can serve an educational as well as diagnostic function.

Two sample audit forms are included to illustrate the scope and kinds, of information which
should be gathered in a, comprehensive audit. The following form was developed for use, by

businesses (Kotler, Gregor & Williams, 1977).
o°

1: -
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The Marketing Environment Audit

Macroenvironment
Economic-Demographic

I. What, does the company expect in the way of inflation, material shortages, unemployment, and
credit availability in the short run, intermediate run, and long run?

2. What effect will forecasted trends in the size, age distribution, and regional distribution of
population have on the business?

Technology
1. What major changes are occurring in product technology? Process technology?

2. What are the major generic substitutes which might replace this .product?

Political-Legal
1. What laws are being proposed that may affect marketing strategy and tactics?

.2. What federal, state, and local agency actions should be watched? What is happening in the
areas of pollution control, equal employment opportunity, product safety, advertising, price
control, etc., that is relevant to marketing planning?

Social-Cultural
1. What attitudes is the public taking toward business and toward products such as those pro-

. duced by the company?

2. What changes are occurring in consumer life-styles and values that have a bearing on the com-
pany's target markets and marketing methods?

Task Environment
Markets

1. What is happening to market size, growth, geographical distribution, and profits?

2. What are the major market segments? What are their expected rates of growth? Which are
the high opportunity and low opportunity segments?

Customers
1. How do current customers and prospects rate the company and its competitors, particularly

with regard to reputation, product quality, service, sales force, and price?

2. How do different classes of customers make their buying decisions?

3. What are the evolving needs and satisfactions being sought by the buyers in this market?
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Competitors
1. Wifb are the major competitors? What are the objectives and strategy of each major com-

petitor? What are their strengths and weaknesses? What are the sizes and trends in market

shares?

2. What trends can be foreseen in future competition and substitutes for this product?

Distribution and Dealers
1. What are the main trade channels bringing.products to customers?

2. What are the efficiency levels and growth potentials of the different trade channels?

Suppliers
1. What is the outlook for the availability of different key resources used in production?

2. What trends are occurring among suppliers in their pattern of selling?

Facilitators
1. What is the outlook for the cost of transportation services?

2. What is the outlook for the cost and availability of warehousing facilities?

3. What is the outlook for the cost and availability of financial resources?

4. How effectively is the advertising agency performing? What trends are, occurring in advertis-

ing agency services?

Marketing Strategy Audit

Marketing Objectives
1. Are the corporate objectives clearly stated and do they lead logically to the marketing objec-

tives?

2. Are the marketing objectives stated in a clear form to guide marketing planning and subse-

quent performance measurement?

3. Are the marketing objectives appropriate, given the company's competitive position,

resources, and opportunities? Is the appropriate strategic objective, to build, hold, harvest, or

terminate this business?

Strategy
1. What is the core marketing strategy for achieving the objectives? Is it a sound marketing

strategy?

2. Are enough resources (or too much resources) budgeted to accomplish the marketing objec-

tives?

3. Are the marketing resources allocated optimally to prime market segments, territories and

products of the organization?
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4. Are the marketing resources allocated optimally to the major elements of the marketing mix,
i.e., product quality, service, sales force, advertising, promotion, and distribution?

Marketing Organization Audit
Formal Structure

1. Is there a high-level marketing officer with adequate authority and responsibility over those
company activities that affect customer satisfaction?

2. Are the marketing responsibilities optimally structured along functional product, end user,
and territorial lines?

Functional Efficiency
1. Are there good communication and working relations between marketing and sales?

2. Is the product management system working effectively? Are the product managers able to
plan profits or only sales volume?

3. Are there any groups in marketing that need more training, motivation, supervision, or
evaluation?

Interface Efficiency
1. Are there any,problems between marketing and manufacturing that need attention?

2. What about marketing and R&D?

3. What about marketing and financial management?

4. What about marketing and purchasing?,

Marketing Systems Audit
Marketing Information System

1. Is the marketing intelligence system producing accurate, sufficient and timely information
about develoPments in the marketplace?

2. Is marketing research being adequately used by company decision makers?

Marketing Planning System
1. Is the marketing planning system well conceived and effective?

2. Are sales forecasting and market potential measurement soundly carried out?.

3. Are sales quotas set on a proper basis?

Marketing Control System
1. Are the control procedures (monthly, quarterly, etc.) adequate to insure that the annual plan

objectives are being achieved ?.
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2. Is provision being made to analyze' periodically the profitability of different markets, ter-

ritories, and channels of distribution?

3. Is provision made to examine and validate periodically various marketing costs?

New Product' Development System
1. is the company well organized to gather, generate, and screen new product ideas?

2. Does the company do adequate concept research and business analyses before investing heavi-

ly in a new idea?

3. DOes the company carry out adequate product and market testing before launching a new pro-

duct?

Marketing Productivity Audit
Profitability. Analysis

1. What is the profitability of the company's different products, served markets, territories, and

channels of distribution?

2. Should the company enter, expand, contract, or withdraw from any business segments and

what would be the short- and long-run profit con.sequences?

Cost Effectiveness Analysis
1. Do any marketing activities seem to have excessive costs? Are these costs valid? Can cost-

reducing steps be taken?

.Marketing FUnction Audit -

Producis
1. What are the product line objectives? Are these objectives sound? I's the current product line'

meeting these objectives?

2. Are there particular products that should be phased out?

3. Are there new products that are worth adding?

4. Are any products able to benefit from quality, feature, or style improvements?

Price
1. What are the pricing objectives, policies, strategies, and procedures? To what extent are

prices set on sound cost, demand, and competitive criteria?

2. Do customers see the company's prices are being in line or out of line with the perceived value

of its offer?

3. Does the company use price' promotions effectively?.

Distribution
1. What are the distribution objectives and strategies?

I
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2. Are there adequate market coverage and service?

3. Should the company consider Changing its degree of reliance on distributors, sales repS, and
. direct selling?

Sales Force
1. What are the organization's sales force objectives?

2. Is the sales force large enough, to accomplish the company's objectives?

3. Is the sales force organized' along the proper principles of specialization (territory, market,
product)?

4. Does the sales force show high morale, ability, and effort? Are they sufficiently trained and in-
centivized?

5. Are the procedures adequate for setting quotas and evaluating performances?

6: How is the company's sales force perceived in relation to competitors' sales forces?

Advertising, Promotion, and Publicity
1. What are the organization's advertising objectives? Are they sound?

2. Is the right amount being spent on advertising? How is the budget determined?

3. Are the ad- themes and copy effective? What do customers and the public think about' the
advertising?

4. Are the advertising media well chosen?

5. Is sales promotion used effectively?"

6. Is there 'a well-Conceived publicity program?
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This second audit form was developed specifically for rehabilitation agency use by Peter C. Vail

at the Rehabilitation Administration anal Management Program at the University of Oklahoma.

Rehabilitation Marketing Analysis

Environment
I. Markets

A. Who are the major markets and publics o.f the agency? (Who hires VR clients?)

B. What are the major segments of those markets? Who do they hire, what do they

want them to be like? How' is demand assessed?

C. What kinds of statements can be made about the future of those markets? (Growth-

stability- decline ?)

D. Is there a consideration on the part of the agency for new market development or

penetration?

II. Customers

A. How do the agency's primary customers see the organization; "feel" about it? (Is it ;

primarily employment or social service? Is it responsive or passive?)

B. How &primary customers "hook -up" with the agency? (How do they make deci-

aions to utilize the agency's outputs?)

C. What can be said about present and future customer needs and satisfaction?

III. Competition

A. Who are the competitors of the agency in the marketplace?

B. What future trends might there be in competition?

C. Why is the agency's, service or output "better" (or worse) than the. competitions?

IV. Macroenvironment

A. What major developments in the overall environment will have direct effect on the

service delivery system? (Demography, economy, technology, culture, government,

etc.)

System
I. Objectives

A. What are the agency long-run and shOrt-run objectives; both overall and

marketing? o.



B. If marketing objectives have boon established, are they reasonable in terms of
resources, opportunities, and the competition?

II. Program

A. What is the core strategy for achieving overall objectives? Marketing objectives?

B. What are the relevant programs in the agency by which the objectives are most
likely to be met? (Section 110, Social Security, facilities, placement, etc.; and rele-
vant support services.)

C. Are resources allocated in enough quantity and time for reasonable achievement of
objectives?

III. Implementation

A. Is there an annual agency marketing plan, either verbal or written? Who knows
about it or is involved in its development?

B. Are there any control procedures to track results, or see if plan objectives are being
met? (Monthly or quarterly meetings, reports, information for management.)

C. Are.'periodic studies performed to determine the ,contribution and effectiveness of
various marketing devices? (Public information, planned visits, post-employment
follow up.)

IV. Organization

A; Who is the highest level manager assuming responsibility for the planning, im-
plementation, and monitoring of marketing activities, resources, and results?

B. Do all involved agency personnel understand the marketing concept?

Detailed Activity Review
I. Services

A. What are the primary services of the agency, and -how are they perceived in the
marketplace in terms of usefulness?

B. Are there agency services that should be phased out; that are no longer necessary
or useful in terms of achieying objectives?

C. Are there any services that should be added, which would be necessary or useful in
reaching objectives?

D. What is the general "state of health" of each service and the service mix as a whOle?
(Analyze diagnostics, restoration, training, counseling, etc. in terms of costs,
timeliness, quantity, quality, and ,,contribution toward objectives.)
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IL Distribution

A. Is the agency physically located for the "best" service to customers at the "least"

cost? Are there alternative Methods for distribution that would improve service,

enhance results, or reduce costs?

B. What principles apply to decisions for location and distribution of the agency's

delivery work force?,(Geographic territory, marketplace, service availability, or

concentration of clientele?)

III. Promotion

A. What media are used to promote the agency's service and "product"? What ra-.

tionale is used in the selection of media ?.

B. Are the public information themes and copy effective in promoting the services

"products" of the agency?,

C. Are sufficient resources allocated for an effective promotional program?

D. Can the agency deliver what it promotes?

Consumer Analysis

Because understanding consumers is so vital to the success of any marketing effort, considerable

attention should be devoted to them in your' marketing audit. In Chapter 2 some examples of VR

target\groups and their typical needs were presented. Your task is to do a detailed analysis of each

of your\ particular target audiences a separate and distinct consumer.

What should you know about each of those targets?

1. What are their needs?

2. How do they perceive your organization?

3. How do they perceive the services you offer?

4. How do they develop preferences' among alternatives?

5. How satisfied are they with your products?

Trying to pin down need's\ can be difficult. You're dealing with wants, desires, and demands-as

well as needs. Not only is it difficult to get people to articulate needs, it's sometimes hard to dif-

ferentiate among have-tO's and \want-to's. Not every potential client who walks through VR's door

needs a job; not every employet\needs interaction with VR or needs participation in the kinds 'of

services VR can *offer. You may think an employer needs help in meeting Title .V requirements; the

employer percives little or no consequences for noncompliance. . .ergo 'there is no need. If,

however, there.were perceived dire'consequences, the employer probably would just need, but

demand.



The most successful employer-agency relationships arc based on mutual need satisfadtion
specifically tailored to the situation, What an employer may need is services to employees with
chemical addictions...a source of word processing clerks six times a year...or goodwill in the cm-/ 1 \

munity to counteract an existing undesirable situation.

In addition to km:ying exactly what a consumer needs, you should know how that individual or
organization feels about your agency. Do employers think you provide good workers or do they feel
it a waste of time to deal with multiple counselors seeking openings for clients unprepared for the
available jobs? Does the legislature support rehab or does it consider rehab a duplication of welfare
services? What do disabled people think about your services? Do you really know?

How do people select a course of action from their alternatives? When employers are approached
by several job development specialistssay WIN, VR, and Employment Security, how do they
decide which resource to utilize? How do medical professionpls decide which patients to refer to VR
and which to private practitioners?

Finally, you need to examine how satisfactory the transactions are between the agency and
various consumers. You may identify quickly employers pleased with a particular client placement
or with a specific program; you also probably will be aware of the dissatisfied client. But what about
that great, expanse in between?

Business and industry use multiple formal and informal techniques for customer analysis at con-
siderable effort and expense to make certain the organization knows what the customer thinks,
wants and needs. The assessment can be direct, from use of a perception scale to house-to-house can-
vassig...it can be projective, utilizing'word association, sentence completion or picture completion
exercises with individuals or groups. ..it can take the form of a simulation, role playing formats in
which a prototype is presented for response. (Figure 6 details the strengths and weaknesses of
three of the most frequently used methods of data collectior

Certainly the use by VR of'follow-up surveys of client satisfaction can be valuable and should be
continued. But how much is being done with other target groups? Unfortunately, not much:

One method which an agency might find useful in understanding the mind set of consumers is
through the use of-a- tocatig-group (Calder, 1977). In this kind of group, eight to ten representatives of
a specific target market are brought together to participate in an open-ended discussion. This
homogenous group is facilitated by a moderator who guides the discussion so that only critical

.issues of marketing significance are discussed. The group does not attempt to solYe problems or to
reach conclusions.

The moderator plays a key role in this process. (S)he prepares a research report summarizing
what was said, frequently drawing inferences from what was said or unsaid. The uniqueness of this

'group is the role the moderator takes in becoming of like mind with the group. Neither a participant
nor a passive observer, the moderator attempts to acquire the mind set of the participants to the
point where (s)he can anticipate what the participants will express.

For this reason, sessions ate usually repeated with two or three different groups. The purpose of
this kind of inquiry ,is to acquire the everyday experience of the consumer through personal
con tact....to become so tuned into the target group that you can think and'feel like the participants.
You step into the consumer's shoes, accept what that person accepts as normal, think and feel the
way (s)he does. Then you can evaluate your company, product, and service from the same vantage
point. The concept is inexpensive, not too time consuming, and doable within available resources.
To know exactly what a group of employers feels about VR could be an eye-opener!
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Figure 6
Comparison of data collection through mail, telephone,

and personal interviews.

Survey Aspect Mail Interview
Telephone
interview,

Personal
Interview

Queslionnuire

Length of interview 20 minutes or less Less than 10 minutes Longer lone hour or more Is possible; plus
possible mallback). Usually, though, not longer
than 30 minutes Is a good rule.

Complexity of
questions

May be moderately
complex

Must he simple Can be more complex; can use cards or probes.

Flexibility Iskippingl Poor (skipping dangerous) Fair Excellent

Probing Poor Fair Best

Getting at reasons
'determining why)

Poor Fair Best

Handling touchy
subject

Relatively good Risky; Respondent may
hang up

Risky; May bias replies '

Control of question
order

Problem Respondent
may read ahead

Excellent Excellent

Sam ply

List availability Good mailing lists are
available

Free: renewed annually Area sampling a problem. Must get maps.
population estimates by subareas.

lute rrie 1,1n g

ILsponse rate Low 0 to 15% for
single mailing to general'
public, higher for special
groups. 1pecially
professionals, and for
several mailings.

Good roughly 70% Excellent about 8(1%

---.....

Interviewing bias and
cheating

None Can occur: Supervisor
can counteract to a
considerable extent.

May occur. Should telephone a sample of
respondents to check cheating.

Identity of respondent . Not certain Known ,
Known

Ai/moos/ ru tot(' and

.

Cost l.ow. especially if -
response rate is high .

and telephone sample not
necessary.

.1

Moderately expensive

.

.

. Higher L three or more times cost of mail or
telephone.

Administrative load 1.ight Heavier must hire.
train, and supervise
telephoners.,

Heaviest must hire, train. supervise, check,
and pay at a distance.

W.A. Cohen and M.E.teddiek, Successful Marketing for Small Business, 1981.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Marketing. . . Some Further Considerations

In summarizing how the adoption of a marketing stance affects an organization, Kotler (1979)

describes the kind of attitudes that normally exist.

Many organizations view marketing as essentially a tactical activity designed

to help the organization improve its effectiireness in attracting resources and

customers. They think that this is accomplished by adding a marketing direc-

tor and small staff who carry out the necessary planning and doing. They think

that this staff can be added and be effective without making any changes in the

organization. The organization continues to produce the same products and

services for the same customers and the job of the marketing staff is to help

promote or sell them.

McKay' (1972) puts it even more bluntly:

[Marketing] may require drastic and upsetting, changes in organization. It

usually demands new approaches to planning. It may set in motion a series of

appraisals that will disclose surprising weaknesses in performance, distress-

ing needs for modification of operating practices, and unexpected gaps, con-

flicts or obsolescence in basic policies. Without doubt, it will call for reorienta-

tion of business philosophy and for the reversal of some long-established at-

titudes. These 'changes will not be easy to implement. Objectives, obstacles,

resistance and deep-rooted habits will have to be overcome:Frequently, even

difficult and painful restaffing progranis are necessary before any real pro -

gress' can be made in implemdnting the concept. (p. 22)

To be realistic
in

in marketing planning, there, are issues which VR needs to.address. Some are in-

herent n the fact that VR is a governmentally-directed program and marketing is, at this time, a

new element in our environment. Bloom and NOvelli (1979) identify as one of the key problems in

social marketing programs "how difficult it is To transfer the technology of marketing to the arena

of social problem:solving."

Staying Flexible
A VR agen,cy moving into marketing has to remain flexible with the ability to evaluate situations

rapidly and make adjustments. Even corporations experienced in marketing and the development

of successful yearly plans are now faced with not only making multiple contingency plans, but also

revising the best of plans quarterly, monthly, and even weekly.
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A Dow Chemical executive talked about relying on ESP economic, social, and political ap-
praisals, and described it as "having someone out there always looking around" ("Piercing future
fog", 1975). Hewlett-Packard uses their own high capacity computers for simulation modeling to
evaluate market factors. They once ran 50 scenarios on 4 different models to examine all the'
possibilities of a single marketing decision.

While no VR agency can afford to concentrate on the study of alternatives with such intensity,
you need to be aware of and highly sensitive to what's going on. You may not have an officially
designated planner sitting around and forecasting, but yo.. certainly can have your staff tuned in
and aware of how and where to relay currents they pick up. Frankly, no one. is really sure that
forecasters can see any further down the road than other management specialists. They just keep
looking down the road, off to the sides, and down each and every branch road. When they sense
something they don't look the other way but ask, "What will it mean to my organization if what's
down the road gets any closer?"

Sizing up Demand
One of the things you're looking for is a sense of the demand level of your various target au-

diences so you can determine the appropriate demand-response. Each level of demand calls for a dif-
ferent marketing.., strategy response, so it's critical that you know exactly where each target is
situated.

When you are dealing with negative demand, the task is not to create demand but to convert the
targets from their negative positions. For example, if a community is actively protesting the
establishment of a group home in their area, you first need to pinpoint the specific negatives: Are
you dealing with beliefs, values, feelings, costs? Are property values actually declining? Do area
residents regard the group home as some kind of welfare facility.? Once you identify precisely what
the negatives are, then you can address the issues.

In a situation of no demand, the task is to stimulate interest. This can be accomplished in three
ways:

1. Connect the product or service to an existing need. If you were to present that neighborhood
group with plans to renovate extensively the building in question, could you create support for
the group home on the basis that it will increase community property values?

2. Alter the environment to accommodate the situation. Identifying one individual, perhaps a
minister or prominent influential who would take up the cause and attempt to Change the
group's attitude.

3. Provide information or samples. When a company sends you a sample of a new bath soa ,(for-
mulated with molecules of goodness that protect your skin from the ravages of the enviren,,
ment), you'll most likely use the free sample. And probably purchase another bar with the\
cents-off coupon. One way you could stimulate interest in the group, home might be to have in-
dividuals who Would live in that home volunteer for a community project that, would force in-
teraction.

In the case of latent demand, a significant number. of people share the need for a nonexistent
productor service. Perhaps a group of six to eight persons using.wheelchairs have a need for an ac-
cessible residential setting. An enterprising landlord, perceiving the benefits of stable. tenancy,
renovates the building into barrier-free rental units.
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What happens when you have faltering demand? You remarket. Here's when you put out the
"new improved" version of the same old product but in a flashier wrapping. Remarkuting, however,

must be ba ed on a decision that the product is still viable in the marketplace. The need for a special

program, .g., for elderly blind clients in a particular community, may no longer exist and no

amount of emarketing would turn that around.

Irregular demand brings cyclesof upi and downs. The heating contractor tries to smooth out the

summer slump by offering substantial discounts for work done in the off-season. A workshop ex-

periencing seasonal fluctuations in subcontracts from one vendor may offer incentives to other yen-

- dors to stabilize work flow.

Figure 7
Demand Levels and Demand Responses

Demand State

r
Task

Negative Convert the audience

No demand Create or stimulate it

Latent demand Develop it

Faltering demand Revitalize it (remarket)

Irregular demand Synchronize it

Full demand Maintain it

Overfull demand Reduce it (demarket)

Unwholesome demand Restrain it (countermarket)

When you have:full demand,,the task is to maintain it at the optimal level. You can't cut back on

your efforts because very few exchanges are maintenance-free. It's just a short step until demand
diminishes and you then face the more difficult task of revitalization.

What happens when you have too much demand? There is a need to demarket. A company tem-

porarily unable to meet the demand for its automati vegetable juicers might cancel its TV cam-

paign and have retailers remove display models unt k the production line catches up with the

orders. Or an agency receiving too many applications fo the half dozen vacancies in a group home

might look for alternatives such as shared attendant car among three or four people living in a

neighborhood.

In cases of unwholesome demand, companies seek to restrain a destroy the demand. This is call-

ed countermarketing. The American buying public still demands t ons with metal soleplates, but

small appliance manufacturers have determined it is not in their b t interest to continue that
product line.So they countermarket irons with plastic soleplates. VR doers the same type of thing in

dealing with demand for dental and eyeglass services;

Gathering Information
As sound marketing is based on research of the wants, needs, perceptions, attitude , habits, and

satisfaction of markets, VR is at a distinct disadvantage because of the lack of good set.il data

regarding the multiple audiences it addresses. Even existing client data pose difficulties in iner-

pretation and utilization and often,cannot be readily accessed.. Rather than focus on client closure

data by counties, for example, it may be desirable to look at legislative districts which thexisting
data system.may not permit.
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Similarly, VR has difficulty obtaining valid measures of variables. Disability and its impact on
client functioning is minimally measured. Assessments of employer .attitudes are even more
unreliable and little is known of the effect of this variable on behavior.

There also is a problem with sorting out the determinants of consumer behaviors. For instance,
asking clients who drop out of the VR process to articulate the reasons for their behavior is
unrealistic. And the counselor's analysis of the behavior probably is too subjective. In a study done
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1979, physicians were asked to identify
why patients were no longer on hypertensive therapy. Their response was that the patients had
discontinued the regime. And that leaves us with lack of motivation as an explanation for client
dropout.

Finally, there is the issue of getting marketing research approved, funded, and accomplished in a
timely manner within the government bureaucracy. As rehab research money becomes even more
scarce, the available funds are more likely to be directed to projects with more direct service or
product emphasis. If marketing is viewed as a program priority, some effort needs to be directed to
research, whether it be through already established channels or through some other arrangement,
e.g., an agency, a consortium of state agencies, or a professional organization seeking alternative
funding sources.

Sorting. Out Your Markets.
One of the keys to successful marketing is the organization of the marketplace into hompgeneous

units which can be addressed individually, played up or down. In social service systems, this
technique is feared in that certain segments may be ignored or deliberately denied services or.
benefits. The social marketer often is expected to refrain from segmentation or to address an
unreasonably large number of segments resulting in a broad but shallow program effect. No matter
how carefully the concept of segmentation is framed, it will undoubtedly evoke strong emotional
responses.

The suggestion that VR,' as an agency might achieve better performance by addressing a liMited
number of specific market segments raises important questions. While the identification of one or
two segments is critical in helping an agency gear up for major operational and philosophical
changes, the reality is that VR, must and will continue to address multiple audiences. Segmentation

-can-be a method of problem identification 4nd clarification. In a situation where hard data substan-
tiating segmentation decisions is unavailable or unreliable, the impact of your input on market
segments, e.g., legislative decision makers, is weakened.

Many times social service agencies must address aiidiences already negatively predisposed to
their cause and you must be careful not to reinforce these negative perceptions. When you address
the employing community, for instance, with the concept of hiring handicapped individuals, you in
effect could be delivering the wrong message, the one they don't want to hear.

Altering Your Product
To improve market effectiveness you can alter your product by adding to the line, modifying the

existing product, or deleting a product. For example, when the US Postal Service moved to an ag-
gressive marketing model, they realigned products and services and added new products such as
priority mail and electronic mail. New York University recently found itself in the position of in-
vesting heay.y financial support in its School of Social Work, a prestigious and quality program. But
the school no longer could support the program and the decision vOas made to drop it.
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VR makes frequent product shifts, soMetimes in response to legislation or because circumstances
require it. You may add a service, intensify outreach for a program, or discontinue a specialized.

program.

One of the strategies businesses use in adapting' products to meet consumer needs is the

repackaging and adjusting of product characteristics through substantial redesign, renaming, or
wrapping in a different color box. Although many authors theorize social service marketers hhve

fewer options for repackaging, this area has promise for VR.

The reshaping of client characteristics, e.g., referring to the "job-ready worlier" instead of "train-

ed client," is a repackaging of the product in terminology which meets the conkimer's needs.

Presenting the agency to potential clients in terms of the individual's needs is another way to
repackage. When you're dealing with clients whose skills range from computer systems analys to
ontry level worker in a fast food restaurant, the public perceptions of who VR is and what VR d es

vary tremendously. The way you repackage should capitalize on those variations.

Keeping Track of Costs
When you're not charging a dollar amount for your product, you should think in terms of opp r-

tunity costs: How much effort do consumers have to expend to access the product? What are t e
negatives to investing in that effort? What is the exchange value between the relative perceived

cost and perceived gain?

Because of the tendency to focus on dollar costs, in-kind costs staff time, opportunity costs, an
psychic energy frequently are overlooked. In a marketing transaction, VR may not accurately count

the true costs of casework, technical assistance, or employer development. Traditionally, social ser-

vice agencies count staff time and overhead as fixed "expenditures and compute costs per client bas-

ed only on direct dollar expenditures. a gross underestimation of expenditures.

Likewise in services provided to nonclients, no cost accounting or performance credit generally is

recorded. What actually is the cost of doing a job, site analysis if one includes staff time on site, do-

ing library research, making phone calls, and following up with employer? The issue is not whether

VR should consider charging for special services, but whether KR should account for these expen-

ditures. In the exchange of values concept, there is considerable merit in determining the true cost

of all services. Even if you don't present a bill to the company, you can help the consumer perceive

the costs more accurately by publicizing this kind of assistance in terms of jobs secured, hours

spent, dollars saved the employer, and income earned by placed workers.

Distributing Your Product
How does the product get where its customers are? \\Colleges and universities are using alternate

distribution networks such as branch programs, correS ondence courses, TV and radio, instruction
by computer, and even suburban commuter trains. Tel ed, the phone-based medical information
service, is a good example of an alternate distribution ch nnel. Instead of using books or a trip to a
physician for general information, you make a toll-free p one call.

VR has done a creditable job of establishing offices. in 'a range of geographical locations and
initiating and maintaining personal contact. But there are other possibilities, e.g., telecommunica-
tions for contact with clients, employers, and other service providers.
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Evaluating Your Program
The effectiveness of a marketing effort is difficult to evaluate even in the best of situations where

there are clearly identified market segments, tangible products, and stable distribution channels.
In a social setting, marketers frequently have difficulty just defining marketing effectiveness
measures, e.g., the 26 closure is not an effective measure of marketing effort. Also, the marketer
often finds it impossible to estimate the contribution that marketing has made toward achievement
of specific objectives, the causal relationships being blurred by numerous interacting forces and ef-
forts. What is generally done is an indirect measurement of effectiveness on such variables as at-
titudes, knowledge, and awareness. And this can be highly problematic and expensive.

'Surviving
There are some basic characteristics inherent to the state-federal vocational rehabilitation pro-

gram which suggest conformity with historical precedents for success. Adler (x.967) suggests there
are three reasons organizations survive drastic environmental disturbances:

1. Meeting needs

An organization will survive as long as it continues to meet the needs of the audience it serves.'
The satisfied constituency will support its survival. VR, in the past has been able to garner sup-
port on both state and national levels. This shouldn't be interpreted, however, as a carte
blanche endorsement. The progranr still must prove to its supporters that it is providing the /
services that are needed.

f.

2. Having a well-defined core

The concept of contravalence suggests that organizations whose central core is healthy can
undergo serious changes in fringe operations and not only survive but actually mature and
strengthen in the. Process. Certainly VR has seen the coming and going of new priorities.
Today it's welfare clients, tomorrow it's disabled law enforcement officers. The satellite pro-
grams ebb and flow, but the core of services to disabled individuals remains the strength of.
the program.

3. Maintaining flexibility

If an organization can remain flexible, it can overcome even severe functional disturbances.
VR tends to thipk of itself as being locked into a rigid bureaucracy but, in program terms, VR
is extremely flexible. Decisions about eligibility. ..programs.programs and, services provided to in-
dividual clients. ...focusing of individual program areas.. .all reflect the ability to change to;.
meet specialized needs.
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Appendix A

JOB DESCRIPTION

Director of Marketing for a University

POSITION TITLE

Director of Marketing

REPORTS TO

A vice president designated by the president

SCOPE

University-wide

POSITION CONCEPT

The director of marketing is responsible for providing marketing guidance and services to

university officers, school deans, department chairmen and other agents of the university,

FUNCTIONS

; The director of marketing will:

" f

.

1. Contribute a marketing perspective to the deliberations of the ad_ministratipn in their plan-

ning of the university's future,

2. Prepare data that might be needed by any officer of the university on a particular rnarket's-

size, segments, trends, and behavioral dynamics.'

3. Conduct studies of the needs, perceptions, preferences and satisfactions of, particular

markets.
,

4. Assist in the planning, promotion and launching of new programs.

5. Assist in the development of communication'and promotion campaigns and materials,

6. Analyze and advise on pricing questions. /

7. Appraise the workability of new acadetnicproposals from a marketing point of view.

8. Advise on new student zecruitment

9. Advise on current student satisfaction.

10. Advise on university fund raising.



RESPONSIBILITIES

The director of marketing will:

1. Contact individual officers and small groups at the university to explain services and to
solicit problems.

2. Prioritize the various requests for services according to their long run impact and savings
potential, time requirements, ease of accomplishment, cost and urgency.

3. Select projects. of high priority and set accomplishment goals for the year.

4. Prepare a budget request to support the anticipated work.

5. Prepare an annual report on the main accomplishments of the office.

MAJOR LIAISONS.

The director of marketing will:

1. Relate most closely with the president's office, admissions office, development office,
planning office, and`public relations department.

2. Relate secondarily with the deans of various school's and chairmen of various departments.

Frpm Kotler, P. Strategies for introducing marketing into nonprofit organizations. Journal of
Marketing, January 1979, Vol. 43, pp. 37-44.
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Defining The Current Marketing Activities

Target

Current Marketing Tools Outcomes Analysis Questions.



Appendix C
Prime Study Group

Ms. Janice Lewis, Chairperson
Counselor WVDVR
Wheeling Park High School
Wheeling, WV

Dr. John Cobun
Director, Maryland VR Agency - Retired
Elliocott City, MD

Mr. George Engstrom
National Institute of Handicapped

Research
Washington, DC

Mr. Ed Mc Million
Director of Training
South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation

Department
Colurnbia,'SC

Mr. Dave Mills
Executive Director
National Rehabilitation
Alexandria, VA

Association

Ms. Elizabeth Minton
University Sponsor IRI
West-Virginia Research and Training Center
Dun bar,I WV

Mr. Rob rt Ruffner.
President's Committee on Employment of the

Handiapped
Washington, DC

Ms. Jinny Spann
Training Associate
West Virginia Research and Training Center
Dunbar, WV

Ms. Miriam Stubbs
Chief, Program Operations
Washington, DC



Appendix D
Full Study Group

Ms. Kaye Beneke
Information Specialist
Texas Rehabilitation Commission
Austin, TX

Ms. Ethel D. Briggs
Staff Development Officer
Rehabilitation Services Administration
Washington, DC

Mr: Doyle Dobbins
Staff DevelOpmenl Specialist
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
WilMington, DE

Ms. Lynne Este 11
Public Information Specialist
Michigan Rehabilitation Services
Lansing, MI

Mr. Don Gann
Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education
Jefferson City, MI

Mr. August'Heineman
Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education
Jefferson City, MI

Mr.-Tom Lawrie
Specialist, Information and Education
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Atlanta, GA

Ms. Ellen Liberti
Public Information Officer
National Institute of Handicapped

Research
Washington, DC
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Ms. Donny Loux
Chief Planning, Research and

Program Development
Nevada Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
Carson City, NE

Mr. Jack Lynch
Communications Coordinator
Vocational Rehabilitation
Jackson, MS

Mr. Joseph Onder
Director, Field Operations
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Baltimore, MD

Ms. Beverly Plaskett
District Supervisor
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Charlotte Amali
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands

Mr. Al Rotundo
Associate Director
National Institute of Handicapped

Research
Washington, DC

Mr. Jeffrey Russell
Assistant to the Administrator
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Madison, WI

Mr. Thomas Scheurich
Supervisor, Resource Deielopment
Maryland Rehabilitation Center
Baltimore, MD



Mr. Jerry I,. Starkweather
Associate Superintendent & Director
Department of Public Instruction
Rehabilitation Education and Services

Branch
Des Moines, I0

Ms. Faye. S tratib
Information' Officer
Department of Rehabilitative Services
Richmond, VA

Ms. Sue. Suter
Executive. Associate Director
Illinois Department of Rehabilitation

Services
Spring-field, IL

.

Mr. Peter Vail
Manager, Training
Rehabilitation Administration and

Management Programs
University of Oklahoma
Norman, OK
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Mr. John Wade
Department of Rehabilitative. Services
Richmortd, VA

Mr. William (Doc) M. Williams
Director, Rehabilitation Services
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Nashville, TN

Mr. John Yoder
Western Regional Director
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

Services
Black Mountain, NC
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